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This story will contain main characters from Invader Zim and my fan character Ket.Zim meet`s Ket and
many things will happen. Well hope you like it.
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1 - The Surprise!

                                                              The Surprise
 
It all started as a sunny , happy, smiley, day.Yeah right! It was dark, cloudy, and rainy.A bad day for
any Irken on Earth. Or at least close to Earth.First, and Irken named Zim, couldn`t go out to implode
doom on all of the stinking humans.And another Irken who`s name was Ket. Was near Earth.She did
not plan on landing there.But it was an emergency and the had to land their ship.It all started with her
SIR unit MayMay.She went crazy.And Ket absolutely had to land or they`d crash into a planet or
something.Earth was the closest object to land on.
 
   When they had landed on Earth they were in for a terrible thing. Rain.They had never had rain before.
On Irk it never rained.When they were exposed to the rain they`d burn.
 
Ket:AARRRRRGGGGHHHH! It BUUUUUUURRRRNSSSSS!!!!!!!!!
 
MayMay:It`s okay master at least we landed safely and we`re alive .
 
Ket:Thats not the point MayMay.We`re on a planet that we have no idea about .No disguises.No base.
No nothing.It`s hopeless.
 
MayMay:I`ll try and look for an Irken signal.
 
Ket:Don`t waste your time MayMay.Like an Irken would ever be-
 
MayMay:I got a signal!
 
                That`s all I got so far.Come back for more.



2 - Zim Meets Ket!*Gasp*

                                                         Zim Meet`s Ket!
Ket:Where did the Irken signal come from?
 
MayMay:Right there!
 
MayMay points to right and they keep walking following the signal.Rain burned them but they made it
through.Meanwhile Gir also had picked up an Irken signal.Gir ran down to Zim`s lab.Well not exactly ran
but went down the trash can to Zim.
 
Gir:Master! Master!
 
Zim:What?!?I am very busy at the moment trying to think of ways to defeat these horrible humans and
conquer their planet.
 
Gir:I`ve, I`ve, I dunno.Wait!.........*Minutes Later* Oh yeah I picked up an Irken signal very close here!
 
Zim:You sure your not malfunctioning?Well better-Wait.What if it`s the Tallest. On an unexpected
visit!Gir we must clean!Fetch the cleaning supplies!
 
Gir:Yes Master!
 
Now back with Ket and May.(MayMay for short)They saw the base of Zim.But they didn`t know Zim was
there.
 
Ket:This it May?
 
May:Should be.
 
Ket:Dont ya think somethings kinda familiar about this place?
 
May:Like what.
 
Ket:Like the way it stands out.So not normal from the other Earth houses.
 
May:Eh, maybe.Let`s go Before we burn ourselves to death.
 
So May and Ket approached the house.But not with much caution.Their Irkn signals never failed them
before.But they were in for a big surprise.Ket rang the doorbell.
 
Zim heard the doorbell he ran to the door and greeted Ket and May as if they were the Tallest.
 
Zim:*eyes closed*Welcome My Tallest!!I hope you are very happy with the progress I have made.



 
Ket:Wow nice way to greet a fellow Invader!
 
Zim:Huh!?! Wha!?? Who are you? Where are the Tallest??? I picked up an Irken signal and it had to be
them!What have you done with them!!??!!
 
Ket:The Irken signal you heard was us. And the question is who are you!?!?
 
Zim:I am the great superior Irken Invader Zim!And who are you?
 
Ket:Iam the oh so superior Invader Ket.And you`re Zim!The total failure to the Irken world!



3 - Let The Insanity Begin!

                                  Let The Insanity Begin!

As you can remember in the previous chapter Zim had just found out the Almighty Tallest had
not been coming but instead it had been Invader Ket.

Zim:Oh come on I am not a total failure.I mean I`m not a failure! Zim never fails!

Ket:Oh really?And stop your yelling it`s so annoying.So what progress have you made since
your arrival to Earth?

Zim:Well I have um, had several attempts to take over this stinking planet.Such as the giant
hamster named Pee Pee.

Ket:Hamster?Yeah sounds real exciting.

Zim:Yeah well what would you do!?!?

Ket:You still remember Tak don`t you?

Zim:Eh, yes. Why?

Ket: Well I wouldn`t have destroyed Tak`s plan but stop Tak.Then use Tak`s Plan to take over the
planet.

Zim:That`s so not original.You lack originality!

Ket:No, you lack brains.

Gir comes in with a huge plate full of Waffles.Yes Waffles.

Gir: Who wants Waffles I made `em myself.

Ket:Ugh, No way eh, what`s your name?

Gir:Gir!

Ket:What`s the "G" stand for?

Zim:No one knows.



Note:Sorry it took so long and it Lacks originality.And if you think I don`t like Zim well thats
wrong.It`s just that in this story Ket and Zim are enemies.
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